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This book is the eighth in the series 'Mathematical Topics'. It deals with advances in Partial 
differential equations. It happens to be the second book in partial differential equations— 
ihe lirsl one was the fifth volume of the above mentioned series and a significant part of the 
hook under review cannot be read without referring to the earlier book. This is a serious
short coming.
The high point of the book is the complete proof of the index theorem for deformation 
quantization. This is the article by Fedorov. It is detailed in every respect, beginning with the 
necessary notions and theorems of complex K-Theory followed by the basic concept of 
deformation quantization on a symplectic manifold M, leading to the index theorem for 
quantum algebras. This chapter, which is self-contained, makes the book worthwhile.
Algebra of pseudo differential boundary value problems on a manifold with conical 
singularities is discussed in the article by Schrohe and Schulze. While this is an article whose 
first part appears in an earlier volume, the authors have taken the trouble of introducing the basic 
notions in an i ntroductory section. The two remaining sections deal at length with cone algebras 
without and with asymptotics. The article by Schulze on obtaining the variable discrete 
asymptotics of solutions of elliptic problems, suffers from the defect we have mentioned 
earlier. An introductory section summarizing the first five sections which appear in a 
previous volume (this article starts with Section 6) would have been immensely helpful.
In summary, the book gives an extremely scholarly account of recent advances in partial 
differential equations, but has the problem of not always being self-contained.
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